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Surface Polish
Available sizes:
72002400

Surface Polish 400 ml

universal use | cleaning| care| protection| NSF approval
Surface Polish cleans, protects, and maintains various surfaces
on campervans, motorhomes, and camping equipment in just one
single step. Whether matt or polished surfaces, metal, plastic,
wood, or glass - the polish easily removes dirt, while leaving a shiny,
streak-free finish.
Thanks to its NSF registration for use in the food sector, the Surface
Polish can be safely used as cleaning agent for gas grills, camping
stoves, stovetops, sinks, refrigerators, and worktops.
In addition, the polish cleans and maintains windows, fittings, and
many more, without dissolving plastic surfaces or rubber gaskets.
The cleaner also gives camping furniture a long-lasting shine.
Whether in a caravan, mobile home, alcoves, semi-integrated or
integrated motorhome, campervan, vintage van, tent, or log cabin
- the effective 2-in-1 Surface Polish combining cleaning and care
product is definitely a handy helper in camping.

Technical Data
Odour

almost odourless

Features

antistatic effect

Silicone free

yes

Colour

milky

AOX-free*

Yes

Storage
Pressurized container: protect from sunlight and do not expose to
temperatures exceeding +50°C.
Safety and health
When using WEICON products, the physical, safety technical,
toxicological and ecological data and regulations in our EC safety
data sheets (www.weicon.com) must be observed.

Note
The specifications and recommendations given in this technical data sheet must not be seen as guaranteed product characteristics. They are based on our laboratory tests and on practical experience. Since individual application
conditions are beyond our knowledge, control and responsibility, this information is provided without any obligation. We do guarantee the continuously high quality of our products. However, own adequate laboratory and practical
tests to find out if the product in question meets the requested properties are recommended. A claim cannot be derived from them. The user bears the only responsibility for non-appropriate or other than specified applications.
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